Physical activity and fitness in adolescent and young adult long-term survivors of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia.
There is a lack of data on physical activity (PA) and fitness of adolescent and young adult very long-term survivors of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). We studied 21 childhood ALL long-term survivors (aged 16-30 years, median time since diagnosis 15.9 y), diagnosed in 1986-1996, with age- and sex-matched controls. Peak oxygen uptake (VO(2 peak)) and muscle strength were measured and physical activity index (PAI; MET h/week) calculated. Mean VO(2 peak) of the ALL survivors was 34.8 ± 9.3 ml/kg/min. This was 14% lower than that of the controls (-5.7 ml/kg/min, 95% CI -9.4 to -1.9, p=0.01), and all the 11 female survivors performed below the age-adjusted reference values. The survivors also performed poorer in the sit-up and maximal jump tests (p=0.02 and p=0.004). Body mass index and PAI were similar in survivors and controls (p=0.34 and p=0.52). Nonetheless, as much as 30% of the male survivors and 36% of the female survivors had PAI ≤ 5 indicating very low levels of physical activity (PA). Insufficient PA and poor physical fitness are clinically important issues in childhood ALL long-term survivors treated with modern protocols. Girls seem to be especially at risk. PA and better physical fitness decrease cardiovascular mortality irrespective of weight. Thus, PA should be promoted throughout and after the treatment for ALL. Since insufficient PA and poor physical fitness are an issue in very long-term ALL survivors, they should be informed on the benefits of physical activity, and be strongly encouraged to adopt a physically active lifestyle.